D.I.Y. BAR

MATERIAL LIST:

LUMBER:
2x4 x 96" (8FT) – 10 NEEDED
4x4 x 96" (8FT) – 4 NEEDED

SHEATHING:
4'x8'-½" – 2 NEEDED
4'x8'-¾" – 2 NEEDED

CONNECTORS:
A21 – 24 NEEDED
A23 – 16 NEEDED
RTA2Z – 32 NEEDED
RTC42 – 4 NEEDED

FASTENERS:
#8 x 1¼" Strong-Drive Screws (SD8x1.25) 6 Boxes
#10 x 2" Deck-Drive DSV Wood Screw - Red (DSVR2R1LB) 1 Box

CUT LIST:

2x4x8FT → A (10½") A (10½") A (10½") A (10½") → B (42")
2x4x8FT → A (10½") A (10½") → C (74") (x3)
2x4x8FT → D (42¼") → D (42¼") A (10½") (x2)
2x4x8FT → E (28¼") E (28¼") E (28¼") A (10½")
2x4x8FT → F (28") F (28") F (28") A (10½")
2x4x8FT → A (10½") A (10½") A (10½") A (10½") A (10½") A (10½") → G (12½") G (12½") G (12½")
2x4x8FT → F (28") F (28") → E (28¼")
4x4x8FT → H (41") I (35") K (16½")
4x4x8FT → H (41") → H (41") (x2)
4x4x8FT → H (41") I (35")
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(2) 4'x8'-½"
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(3) 4'x8'-¾"